Special houses (may I never
visit one on a bad day)… 1321
words of 1250 needed, 5573
total.
By Holly Lisle
Sometimes I scare myself.
I write words every day in a process where I give over a lot
of control to my Right Brain Muse.
Small but important note: Right-brain muses — parts of the
brain that don’t do much with words and spelling, but that do
hold images and ideas and imagination — are theoretical, with
the theory coming from studies done of people who had
medically severed corpus callosa to stop intransigent
seizures. It might very well be that with an unsevered corpus
callosum, the brain is much more equitable in distributing its
workload to both parts. I, however, like thinking of my left
brain as the one that has the logic and reliably shows up for
work every day whether we feel like it or not, while I like
thinking that the right brain as the one infested with the
nightmares and ghosts and really gruesome ideas for things to
do to my poor characters that it finds disturbingly funny.
Either way, there is a part of my brain that comes up with
wicked plot twists, that scares me, that makes me laugh, and
that makes me cry, even though all the stuff it’s pitching at
me is stuff it made up — stuff that never really happened —
and I try to put that part in charge of the writing as much as
possible.
This morning, this part stepped into the scene I’d planned,
muttered “Oh, honey, that’s not even close to the worst thing

that could happen in this situation” — and went to town.
Today I was almost a spectator to the words that rolled onto
the page at ridiculous speed.
Today I scared myself.
No idea how much of this scene will survive in revision, but
when my mind decided the bad guys were not going to win this
round, it gave me something that I can see visiting me in
nightmares for some years to come.
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